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My Darling 
       I was rescued from utter despondence by your letter coming tonight.  I am afraid I am 
going to be pretty blue during the holidays if I don’t get any better than I am now.  I feel so very 
homesick for you.  It seems to gnaw gnaw away at me all the time almost.  I suppose that I 
shant feel quite so badly after I have had rousing old letter from you again.  This one today did 
me good & it was so lucky for me that you had that chance for otherwise while I should have 
been glad for even the short note I should have sort of pined for more ____  It is dreadful to 
have you so popular but I suppose you cant help being lovely & making every body love you just 
as you do me so I mustn’t complain ___  I am pretty busy here just now for I find that I haven’t 
kept the students of the practical classes quite up to the full amount of work demanded by my 
skedule for in going into things too deeply I have let them delay too long upon some facts & 
now I have to shame them along as it were.  I find the tendency hard to control to go into things 
way beyond their waters.  They can seem to take in a certain amount but to be incapable of 
going any deeper.  Let me illustrate to you what I mean.  They have just been studying the cray 
fish and that is a creature much like the lobster.  Now one very interesting feature about the 
crayfish is the similarity there.  The close student sees to run through all the limbs of the 
lobster.  Those limbs of the head portion[,] of the trunk portion & of  the tail portion being all of 
them built upon one plan tho with considerable variations in the details _  Now the interest in 
the study of the cray fish centers in fact in hunting out this common plan upon which all the 
different kinds of limbs are built.  Now the students study out the different shapes of the limbs 
but beyond that they do not naturally go and as soon as I[,] forgetful of their capacity for seeing 
the general bearings of their particular studies[,] begin to point out this philosophy of the limbs 
they are all at sea & don’t seem to know what to do _  I hate so to keep them down to the mere 
stupid facts when they are so full of meaning when properly viewed & so I sail out into this 
open sea & they immediately get lost & when I find them they are almost sinking ___  And so in 
trying to let some of this into them I have lost time & find now that I am several lessons behind 
my skedule.  The subject is a very hard one to teach to the ordinary man _ for many things are 
very obscure in it & many things that are known require the greatest skill of manipulation to 
make them out as well as the greatest patience.  They are not to be seen at first glance _  They 
seem to require constant watching & direction.  I at first hoped it would be as it was with me 
when I first began to study zoology.  I worked as naturally & independently from the start as I 
ever have since & Rice my first teacher used scarcely ever to give me any attention.  I as often 
was right as he was for his practical knowledge of animals or in other words his power to cut an 
animal up & show me the parts he described was about nil.  I remember working six weeks on 
the fishes skull all alone for he didn’t know one bone from another & the parasphenoid & the 
metapterygoid were to him but a little more significant than they are to you my own.  I have 
one student in my junior class who bores me tremendously.  It is a fellow called Quick because 
he is lazy I suppose.  He keeps busy because I told him that he had to work or get out but he has 
no love for zoology and he will give right up as soon as he encounters the slightest difficulty __  
I have driven the zoology students so hard that I feel pretty sure that none of them will ever 
take studies under me to shirk work.  I hear the Juniors & Seniors comparing notes upon the 



relative difficulty of Junior & Senior Zoology ___  They don’t any of them think that they have 
an easy time of it I think __  I have just finished a tough subject with the Seniors in Physiology.  
It is the question of nutrition or of the various constituents of the foods we eat & what the 
body uses them for & how & what the wastes from the food are _  The whole subject is very 
obscurely understood by the physiologists and almost no statement can be made that would 
defy contra[ill.] diction so that a class of beginners are sure to get involved in a hopeless 
network of exceptions if you do not sere your conscience & tell them things in absolute terms 
__  I have a great difficulty to struggle with in teaching them for physiology is a sort of special 
application of chemistry[,] physics, & zoology to one another & they don’t know a single thing 
about any of these subjects.  Now I am to take up the physiology of the special senses[,] sight[,] 
hearing etc & to understand that at all they ought to know what they mean by consciousness & 
what by sensation & this they do not know in the very slightest.  They I think sometimes think I 
am not clear all because I take for granted things which are axiomatic so far as concerns 
physiology ___  The work don’t worry me exactly & yet I cannot help the feeling that I am 
getting a good deal out of this years experience & shall do better for my next classes and that 
these this year are being so to speak experimented upon.  I shall certainly next year pursue a 
somewhat different course in some of my subjects.  I am so glad you were so delighted with the 
Lohengrin performance also that I sent the music.  I should have sent the Thannhäuser along 
with it but I felt that I wanted it to look over with your description.  I have heard Lohengrin tho 
of course it was put on feebly fairly.  Campanini was Lohengrin & Hauk Elsa but the setting was 
nothing.  The music so far as I have been able to get into it has never been to me as much as 
the Thannhauser music tho that Lohengrin motive that is so wonderfully [ill.] in all thro 
whenever L. appears singing away sweetly & softly in the orchestra did affect me very much.  [A 
few notes of score here] It goes something this way __  I will send you the Thannhäuser since 
you say you are going to see that again soon _  How I do wish I could be able to go too.  I do not 
believe I care about having you return the music.  I haven’t much use for it here tho I do now & 
then glance it over but I have enough else so keep it till I send for it.  I don’t imagine that there 
is much danger of my hearing Lohengrin this winter __  I must go to the lLab.  Good bye my own 
darling Effie from your fondest loving Harry __ 


